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The year is 1984. Your city is under siege by the alien army. Alien rule is immanent. It ’s up to you and 
the teenage rebel Task Force to fight back and save the human race.       

The Night of the Saucers is upon us, and Earth’s only hope just got out of detention.
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    OBJECT OF THE GAME

    SETTING UP

Night of the Saucers is a collaborative game for 1 to 4 players. Each player controls 3 high school students that are stuck in 
detention when aliens attacked and take over the city. It’s up to the students to take the city back. You must move about the board 
searching buildings for supplies to fight the aliens with. At the end of every turn, each player draws a alien card that deploys new aliens onto 
the board and directs their movements. Sometimes devastating Saucer Strikes will be drawn, they blow up buildings tiles and 
everything on those spaces. This makes the board treacherous to navigate and supplies harder to come by.

If all the humans are wiped out, the players all lose. If the humans complete their Task Force missions or outlast the entire alien deck, they 
win!

1. Place the game board in the center of the table within easy reach of all players.

2. Shuffle the building tiles together (building side face up) and arrange them on the board left to right, top to 
bottom.

3. Each player chooses 3 Human I.D. cards, and takes the 3 matching miniature figures. Place aside any extra 
I.D.s and miniatures.

4. Give each player 2 Food tokens, 2 Ammo tokens, 2 Fuel tokens, and 2 Scrap tokens.

5. Shuffle the Human Deck (Night of the Saucers box Artwork backs) and deal each player the number of cards 
indicated on their human I.D.’s under hand size. Discard any event cards (marked by triangle exclamation 
points) and redraw until each player has his/her correct hand size. Then reshuffle discarded event cards back 
into the deck. Place the Human deck within reach of all players.

6. Decide how many aliens you want in the Alien deck (orange and purple alien invasion backs). 30 Alien 

cards = Easy. For an easy game, shuffle together 9 Scouts, 9 Probes, 10 Saucer Strikes, and 2 Commanders. 
Set the extra cards aside and place the deck within easy reach of all players. For more advanced games, add 
more aliens to the deck.

7. Next decide how many Task Force missions need to be completed in order to win the game.                                               

Each player now takes 1 Task Force mission card from the Task Force deck and assigns it to one of their 
humans. Set aside remaining missions. 

8. Play begins with the youngest player placing their humans on the high school building tile marked with the red 
X and starting their turn.

EXAMPLE: Each of your human’s have a hand size of 2 and there are 3 humans still alive, 
        2 X 3 = 6 cards. The player recieves 6 cards into their hand. 

        Q: Does this mean your hand size will get smaller if a student is killed? 
        A: Yes

• 2 Missions = Easy (60 min) 
• 3 Missions = Normal (60-90 min) 
• 4+ Missions = Hard (90-120 min)



    A GAME TURN

 MOVE, SEARCH, SWAP

          Draw

          Action

Play proceeds clockwise around the table with players taking turns in order until the game ends. 

Each turn, the current player must:

 1

 2

 1
 2
 3
 4
 5
 6

Draw up to your maximum hand size.

Each human in your task force may perform 2 actions.

Remove defeated humans and aliens from board.

Collect supply tokens and alien kill tokens.

Perform upkeep and discard any unwanted cards from your hand.

Alien Turn: Draw Alien card.

At the begining of your turn, draw up to your maximum hand size from the Human deck, 
playing any Event cards, as they are drawn; continuing until your max hand size is met. Drawn 
Event cards count towards your hand size. Reshuffle discard pile if draw pile is exhausted.

Perform 2 of the following actions in any order with each of your humans. You may perform the same action twice.

Each human may move up, down, left, or right their 
maximum Move distance (not diagonal!)(As indicated on Human I.D. card)

Movement may take place before or after Attack, Search, Swap actions. You may not move your human from a tile containing an Alien until 
after you have defeated it with an attack or used a instant or move card that allows your human to escape. Humans may also not move into or 
through destroyed tile spaces due to residual radiation. 

Use 1 Move card from
your hand instead of your 
human’s normal movement.OR



 ATTACK

          Defeat

          Upkeep/Discard           Alien Turn

          Collect Tokens

 6

 3

 4

 5

If any aliens remain on the same tile as any of your humans, discard 1 student for every 1 alien remaining.
(Player’s choice.) 

You may now discard any number of cards in your hand; also 
discard 1 Food token (to feed humans) for your Upkeep. 
Food Supply tokens are blue. If you cannot discard a Food 
token, discard 1 student instead (starvation). 

Draw 1 alien card from the alien deck! Place alien onto the 
board following the coordinates and directions indicated 
by the card. If the deck has run out, then the humans have 
won!!! Otherwise the next player clockwise starts his/her 
turn.  

If any of your humans have ended their movement on a searched building 
tile, (supply side up) take one supply token of that color and add it to 
your stock pile. Also at this time trade in all your defeated aliens for alien 
tokens. Alien tokens are wild. They can be used in place of any color 
token or to complete Task Force missions.

Attack
You may use a standard attack (indicated on the Human I.D. cards) OR use 1 attack card from 
your hand. If you roll equal to or greater than the alien’s life, the alien is defeated.

Search
You may turn over an unsearched building tile your human is currently on.

Swap
You may swap any number of supplies or cards with another player whose human is on the same 
building tile as yours.



    CARDS
There are several types of cards used in Night of the Saucers. If at anytime the written rules conflict with cards, apply the card rules.

Cards are not specific to individual humans, each player’s cards in his/her hand can be used by any member of their group no matter where 
they may be on the board. The card cost in supply tokens is indicated at the mid-right of each card. If it is 0, then the card cost is nothing 
and is free to use. Be sure to discard cards as they are played into the proper human or alien piles.

          Game End X
DEFEAT

The Game ends immediately in Alien Domination when:

• All students have been elliminated.

VICTORY
Players collectivly win the game immediately 
when 1 of the following has been accomplished:

• The predetermined number of missions have 
been completed.

• The Alien deck has run out.

Attack

 Human Card Icons

 Human Card Samples

• Triangle Exclamation Point = Event: Event happens instantly when                                                                                    
drawn. These cards must be addressed immediately.

• Fist = Instant: Can be used at anytime, even during another                                                                                 
players turn for another player.

• Gun = Attack: Use this instead of regular attack. Does not combine/add to human’s standard attack 
indicated on the Human I.D. cards.

• Wheel = Move: Use this instead of a human’s regular move. It does not combine with or add to a regular                   
move. 

Instant MoveEvent



• There are 4 different attack card types. Melee, Short Range, Long Range, and Explosive.

• Dice Amount indicates how many dice a player may roll against an alien.

• Card Cost is how many of which supplies it will take to activate the card. Some cards have a 0 meaning that they do not 
cost any supplies to use.

• Attack Range tells the player where this card can attack. The human is always at the center square on the grid. The red 
squares indicate the locations that can be attacked. Only 1 red square may be targeted per attack.

These cards may be used instead of your human’s standard 
attack. They do not add to or combine with standard attacks. 
Standard attacks can be found on each Human I.D. card. 

 Attack Cards

Human I.D. Cards
Human I.D.’s provide players with the unique stats, class ability, and gang affiliation of each character. 

• Move indicates how many tiles a character can 
move orthogonally. 

• Attack is how many dice a character can roll to 
fight and alien without using an attack card. 

• Handsize indicates how many cards a character 
adds to a players hand. 

• Class Ability is the characters unique ability 
that gives them an edge against the aliens.

Each gang has their own unique class ability. Each human shares their ability with the 2 other members of their gang. 
The following are the different gang emblems and their associated class abilities.

Short Cut: The Fly Boyz have the unique ability to move about the board diagonally in addition to 
vertically and horizontally. 

Fight Dirty: The Dirty Birds are known for their hand to hand combat. They get to roll extra die when using 
melee weapons. 

Rat Nest: Sewer Rats may turn in an alien kill for 1 supply or draw 1 card from the Human deck. If drawing a 
card puts the player over their maximum hand size, then the player must immediately discard down.

CPR: When a member of the Nine Lives is killed in combat, the player rolls 1 die. If it comes up dead alien, then 
the gang member lives.

Gangs and Class Abilities



Mission Cards

Building Tiles

Shortly after the aliens attacked, kids from the high school organized themselves 
into a task force. They devised several different missions they believe are key to hu-
man survival. These missions will be perilous and difficult, but will deliver devasting 
blows to the alien assault and reward the humans with awesome bonuses and power 
ups. 

Although it’s possible to win Night of the Saucers  without completing any missions, 
you have a much better chance if you fight back. If at any time a player loses their 
mission card, they may draw a new one from the Missions pile.

Populating the game board are 36 tiles. These tiles provide players with vital supplies for the human offensive as well as serving 
as mission drop off locations.

Once a mission has been completed, turn over the card and leave it face down on 
the table. This will help with keeping track of completed missions as well as 
providing the player with their mission reward.

Mission Card 
Front

Mission Card 
Back

Building Tile
Backs

Building Tile
Fronts



There are a few different aliens that you will encounter in Night of the Saucers, Probes, 
Scouts and Saucer Strikes. All Aliens have hit points indicated on the mid-right of each 
card. Scouts have 2 HP. Probes have 1 HP. Commanders have 1 HP. Saucer Strikes 
have 3 HP. All Alien HP returns to the alien at the end of the current player’s turn if it is 
not killed. All aliens may move into or through destroyed building tiles, they are immune 
to the residual radiation left by Saucer Strikes.

All Alien cards have a set of coordinates on their upper corners. This tells the player 
where the alien will be deployed on the game board. For example: A Scout card with the 
coordinates C6 is drawn. This Scout would be placed on the tile space of C6.

Q: If my whole team is on a tile with a alien, can they use the total of their attacks to kill it?

A: Yes, the attacks on a player’s turn are considered simultaneous; therefore the alien can be killed 
with a combined attack.    ?

Alien Cards

Scout
Scouts move about the board searching buildings for humans in hiding. Every Scout 
card has a movement indicator (North, West, East, South). This tells all Scouts 
(excluding the one just drawn) to move one square in the direction indicated by the 
card. Match this with the N, W, S, E directions located on the game board edges.

Probe
Probes are deadly sentry robots that prevent movment through buildings. Once a Probe is 
placed onto the game board, it remains on that particular tile until it is destroyed. Unlike 
Scouts, Probes do not have that ability to move about the board.

Commander
Commanders are the tacticians of the alien ground assault. They have the ability to read 
human minds and cause them to forget their Task Force missions. When a Commander is 
placed onto the board, it comes with 2 Scouts. The Commander follows Scout 
movements. 

Saucer Strike
Saucers are the war ships of the Alien assault. When a Saucer strikes, it destroys all humans, 
aliens and the building tile it has targeted. Saucers have 3 HP and can only be attacked with 
Surface to Air Attack cards. It’s a good idea to keep a Instant card like the Sewer System in 
your hand so you can escape of you find yourself in the Saucer’s crosshairs.



The alien’s are a cunning lot. Some have hidden themselves inside of buildings, waiting for a unsuspecting human to go searching for 
supplies. If a human searches a tile the turns up a ambush tile, immediate place the appropriate alien on that tile. This is why it’s a good idea 
for humans to search in groups.

    F.A.Q.

Can I kill more than 1 alien with my roll that are on the same tile? 

Yes. You may split fire amongst multiple targets on the same tile and combine attacks from 
multiple humans.

Are Task Force mission cards considered part of my hand?

No, Task Force mission cards are attached to individual humans. They are not part of the players 
hand.

If an Alien Scout is on a edge boardering building tile and an Alien Scout is drawn telling all Scouts 
to move in the direction of that edge tile, does the board wrap and the Scout is placed onto the 
opposite edge tile?

The game board does not wrap. For example, an Alien Scout rests on tile coordinates A6. A Scout 
card is drawn that tells all Scouts to move south. The Scout that is resting at A6 cannot go any 
further south, he is already at the sourthern edge of the board. The A6 Scout simply stays put until 
a new Scout card is drawn with different directions.

Q: Does a new alien spawn each turn from an ambush tile once it’s been revealed? 

A: No. It just spawns the first time the player searches that tile.  ?

Alien Ambush Tiles

  Q

  Q

  Q

  A

  A

  A

SCOUT
Ambush Tile

PROBE 
Ambush Tile



    ALTERNATIVE GAME VARIATIONS
Here are some alternative ways to play.

 Semi Co-Op: Great Grey Hunter

 Non Co-Op: Gang Warfare

There can be only one: Gameplay is normal, but this time we are keeping score. At the end of the game, tally up your individual 
alien kills and completed missions to see who is the “Great Grey Hunter.” The point value of is as follows:

(For those of you who don’t play well with others!) Draw a random Alien card for the location of each Gang’s starting point and 
then reshuffle. Place each gang at the different tile coordinates. Pass out a mission to each player keeping it secret.

Gameplay continues as usual except players can attack each other. All successful human on human attacks result in a loss of 
cards from the victims hand. 1 card lost per hits scored. Victim’s choice as to which cards are discarded.  

First gang to complete their mission wins.
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